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AN~ONCl1:IC.ANALYSIS
OF FA™.TENUREIN THE
UINTAHBASINI UTAH

INTRODUCTION
Betore presenting

an economic analysis

Basin, it will be helpful

to consider

of farm tenure in the Uintah

some aspects

economic, and social background of that portion
this

of the historical,

of the region included in

study.
!. portion

of the Uintah Indian Reservation,

was opened to white settlement

August 28, 1905 after
individual

which was created

in 1861,

under the homestead and townsite laws on

103,000 acres of farming land had been allotted

Indians living

on the reservation

to

and 276,000 acres reserved for

Indian grazing lands and timber reserve}/
Because of the large deposits
nearby and a belief
was attracted

of asphalt

products that

had been :round

that the mountains were rich in minerals,

to this homestead oppol'tuni ty.

As a result

much attention

37,702 persons

applied for entry of which it was estimated there would be land for only
5,772 when :final drawings were made. l/
an "Eldorado" at that time it has later
areas ot the state

.Although this region seemed to be
become one of the greatest

problem

of Utah.

A close association

as a result

ot bringing together

Indian and white

Acknowled©Jlent of appreciation
is gratetully given Professor w. P.
Thanas for the opportunity of .:>rking in the field and in the office on the
project that furnished most of the material used in this study; to Professor
George T. Blanch, who has guided and directed the :field work and the actual
organization and presentation of the data; to Edith Hayball for office
guidance and instructions;
to the farmers of the Uintah Basin who gave the
information concerning their business; and to all others who assisted in
any way in making this study possible.

1/

Review of Reviews - Vol. 32, page 444.

October, 1905.

pe?ple

in the same region

by placing

has created

a farm operated

by a white man, adjoining

Indian that the Indian by observing
them and eventually
stances,
lease

become self

tribution

land.

the Indians

acquired

originally

a primary water right

Indian lands are tax exempt.
on the white owned lands
tax supported

services

white tenants

operating

by an

.

have not oecome good farmers and prefer

the whites having secondary water rights.
farmers

one operated

This has worked in some in-

Another complex situation

of water,

It was thought,

the white man's methods would adopt

supporting.

but many of the Indians

their

many economic problems.

is the difference

in the dis-

having primary water rights
Later,

to

and

however, some of the white

by the purchase

of Indian lands.

This exemption causes a heavy tax burden

in order to support the schools,

of the community.

These services

roads,

and other

are used by the

Indian lands as well as by the white land owners

themselves.
Whenever tl'iO races of people with widely different
customs, beliefs,

and ideals

live in the same canmunity,

standards
social

of living,
inequality

is inevitable.
Besides the problems created
white population,
farm prices

other problems also were evident

continued

1921 when there

to rise

dollar

after

was a sharp decline.

1921 to 1929, but at no period
farmer's

by the intermingling

the settlement
1/

equal to the purchasing

1910-14 which is the usually
1/ From "The Price
periment Station.

during 1935.

Utah

of the Uintah Basin until

They gradually

was the purchasing

of the Indian and

rose again from

power of the Utah

power during the nonnal years

accepted period for comparative purpose of

Situation",

Bulletin

#217, Utah Agricultural

Ex-

agriculture.

'±/

Prices

became a greater

dropped again in 1929 and the purchasing power

handicap than during the 1921-29 period.

Using 1910-14

as a base equal to 100, as nom.al, a low point or 68 and 67 was reached
in the years 1932 and 1933 respectively•
power had risen

to 82.

Utah t8l"Dler's dollar
The yields

EVen 111th this

was still

however by 1935 the purchasing
increase the purchasing power of the

18 per cent below the nomal period.

of all crops in the Weetern part ot the Basin in 1935 were

only 54 per cent ot the state
1926-31 equaled 100.

average when the state

These low yields

were due in part to the quality

the soil in which many of the erope were gron.
deep and fertile
tile

with plenty of organic matter;

and impregnated with alkali.

average tor the period

Some ot t heae soils

of
are

some ere shallow and infer-

poor land that is being
2/ Water shortage has
farmed probably should be taken trom cultivation.
also been a factor

MUchot this

in these low yields.

Lack ot prosperity
a high tax delinquency

has resulted
is evident;

in some very undesirable

the farms in general are not producing

enough tor a normal standard ot living;
As a result

of conditions

conditions:

and many people are on relief.

mentioned above many tam.era

lost their

farms

to lending agencies or to the county because they were unable to pay loans
or taxea.

Many of these

same land they tomerly

farmers are now operating

as tenants, either

owned or other land in the Basin.

the

Other farms

'J:/ Purchasing
prices
states

power of the Utah farmer's dollar is the ratio ot
receiTed by producers in Utah tor farm commodities to the United
relail prices ot CCl!lllodities purchased by farmers.

y
This is being determined at present
Department in cooperation with the Irrigation
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.

by the Agronomy and Soils
and Drainage Division or the

-6-

operated

by tenants

speculative
elsewhere

are •owned by absentee

purposes

or who were operators

in search of more favorable

in addition

in a relatively

large

under a part owner or tenant

of most sections

the analysis

economic opportunities.

percentage

form of tenure.

It may be seen from this

who acquired

farms for

and became discouraged

to the fact that many Indian allotments

have resulted

typical

land,lords

and moved

These factors,

are rented to white men,

of farms being operated
l/

introduction

that the Uintah Basin is not

in Utah and that much of the data presented

which follows will be influenced

by these

in

conditions.

PURPOSEOF STUDY
The.Utah .Agricultural

Experiment Station

titled,

"A Study of the Agricultural

tion".

Four sub-projects

out by different
namely:

Agricultural

each headed and being carried

of the Utah Agricultural

Economics, Agronomy and Soils,

and Range Management.

en-

Resources of Utah and Their Utiliza-

have been outlined,

departments

is working on a project

Experiment Station,
Irrigation

and Drainage,

Work is now being conducted in the Uintah Basin,

Utah, on each sub-project.
The objective

of the economic aspect,

conducted by the Agricultural
and potential
detennining
of that

agricultural
their

the subproject

Economics Department,
resources

best utilization

that

is being

is to study the present

of the Uintah Basin with a view to
in relation

to the welfare

of the people

area.

It is the object

of this

p·aper to present

an economic analysis

of

1/ In 1930, according to the United States Census, 19 •.9 per cent of
the farms in Duchesne County and 17.4 per cent of the farms in Uintah
county were operated as tenants.
The average of the state was 12.2 per
cent.

farm tenure

in the Uintah Basin, Utah during 1935.

organization

of farms, the productivity

nomic and social
tenant

conditions

operators,

also desired

of farms,

of the full

landlords,

and creditors

lower standard

This particular
might furnish

eco-

It is

of tenancy are present

a non-stable

population,

in
and a

as measured by income.

study

198.S

conducted with the possibility

a supplement to the economic aspect

the Agricultural

the

part owner and

will be considered.

such as low crop yields,

of living

anaiysis

and the resultant

owner operators,

to see if some of the usual evils

the Uintah Basin,

In this

that

of the general

it
study by

Economics Department.

LOCATION
ANDDESCRIPTIONOF THE AREASTUDIED
Practically

all of the Uintah Basin is included within

of Uintah and Duchesne which are located
State

of Utah.

It lies

and Book cliffs
portion,

which includes

study.

areas of the Duchesne, Lakefork,

Uintah,

(approximately

the Uintah Indian Reservation)

is used

known as the Ashley Valley,

in this

emall areas that

which is not consumed locally.
a distence

also are in the Uintah

in the marketing of its produce

This produce must be trucked
of approximately

of the area studied)

of approximately

which is about 30

study (Figure 1).

The region has an economic disadvantage

railroad,

Only a

the drainage

and a few other

Basin are not included

in the center

of the

East of the Wasatch mountains and between the Brown

The territory

mile·s to the East,

nearest

portion

to the south and the Uintah mountains to the North.

and Whiterocke rivers,
in this

in the Northeast

the counties

150 miles on

u. s.

or trucked

either

to the

100 miles from Roosevelt,
to Salt Lake City,

Highway No. 40.

(about

a distance

The heavy transportation

-8-

expenses involved as a result

or this

distance

to market reduce the returns

to the farmers.
Precipitation

ranges trom seven to nine inches in the valleys

of the

Uintah Basin; and although the high mountain areas in some places receive
in excess of 20 inches annually,
tion water especially

normally there is a shortage or irriga-

tor the users having only secondary- water rights.

Duchesne and Uintah Counties,
Study Ar~a

Duchesne

Figure 1.

Utah

Uintah

Locetion ot the irrigated lend ot the study
area, Uintah Basin, Utah. (In black)

Since all crops are grown under irrigation,

this beccmes a vital

factor

in crop yields.
The sate groWing season at Fort Duchesne, according to official
weather reports

in that

region,

is 84 days.

than in the Salt Lake and Utah valleys.

This is 30 to 40 days shorter

The average growing season is

-9-

107.7 days, which in general. is too short tor most crops except hay and

Y

grain and some <>t the more hardy vegetables.
The Uintah Basin has a total

land area ot 5,667,000 acres which in-

cludes nearly ll per cent or the total. land in the state.
approximately 20 per cent or the total
National Forests,

Y

In 1934

area in the Uintah Basin ns

42 per cent in public

in

domain, 22 per cent in private

ownership, and the remainder in state-owned lands, mineral lands, valid
but incomplete homestead or other entries,
govermnent lands or Indian reservations.
or the total

stock driveways, miscellaneous
In 1929 approximately 38 per cent

land was used as summer range, 29 per cent as winter range,

29 per cent as spring-fall

range, 1.78 per cent as harvested

and the remainder was other irrigated
rarm crop-land,

and tarm pasture.

land which had crop failures,

The territory

winter range most or which was in public domain.
area was spring-fall

dry-

to the North was mainly

swmner range most ot which was in National Forests;

the irrigated

crop land,

to the South and East,
The area bordering around

range.

SOURCE
OP' DA.TA
The Department or Agricultural
ot Utah Agricultural
l/
trosttree

y

EcoilOJllics, in carrying out its ·part

EJ:periment Station

project

•

No. 179, obtained at random

A safe growing season is one in which tour out of five years are

between the days specified.

•

From "Types ot F81'ming in Utah", pp. 69 and 77, Bulletin /1275,
Utah Agricultural Experiment station.
According to United states Census
figures this acreage included 829,000 acres more than are included within
the counties ot Duchesne and Uintah. This is the additional lend tran
which drainage waters flow toward the center or the Uintah Basin and is
located in the Northern part ot Grand County, Northeastern part ot Carbon
County and the Eastern part ot Wasatch county.

-10-

approximately

400 farm management records from farmers in the Uintah Basin

for the crop year 1935 tor use in making an economic analysis
Pe.rt or these records were the major source of material
Irrigation

data were secured trom the Irrigation

.Agricultural

Experiment Station.

states

used in this

Division

study.

of the Utah

Other economic and historical

the Department of .Agricultural
bulletins

of the e.rea. 1/

data from

Economics were used along with various

from the Utah Agricultural

Experiment Station

and the United

Department of Agriculture.
MEI'HODOF PROCEDO'RE

In that portion

of the Uintah Basin included

286 farm management records were tebulated
Department.

Of' this

by the Agricultural

number 53.8 per cent were classed

18.9 per cent as dairy farms, with snaller
general livestock,

farm records,

73 per cent,

organization,

mainder of the records,
of dissimilarity
190uld so affect

productivity,

all of specialized

and different

as beef', sheep,

proportions

report.

These fame were

and form of tenure.

The re-

types were not included,

ot records

because

in each fonn of tenure

the averages that they would not be comparable.

These 208 records
of tenure,

fanns,

or 208 -- the sum of the

general and dairy farms -- were included in this
in their

Economies

as general

percentages

of

and part time farms (Table 1).

Of the total

similar

in this study a total

n8Illely:

full

were sorted into three groups according to the form
owner, part owner, and tenant farms.

farms are those in which the operators

Full owner

owned all the land they operated;

±J Professor George T. Blanch was in charge of the field work of this
general study being assisted, largely, by Brice O• .Anderson, Eldon J.
Callister,
and the writer.

r'
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Table l.

NUmberot f8l'Dls ot various tYPes by form ot tenure,
Basin, Utah, 1935. *

Uintah

Distribution

ot Fal'm Types ~ccording to Tenure

Full Owner

Pe.rt Owner

Tenant

Total

Number

Number

Number

Number

86

35
19

33
12

154

23
11

8

16

14
21

2
9
2

l
l
2
3

25
26

163

71

52

286

Per cent

Per cent

Per cent

:2er cent

Farm Type

General
Dairy
Beef
Sheep
General Livestock
Part Time
Total Farms

General
Dairy
Beef
Sheep
General Livestock
Part T:1:me

54

11

14.l
6.7
4.9
8.6
12.9

49.3
26.8
5.6
2.8
12.7
2.8

63.5
23.l
1.9
1.9
3.8
5.8

53.8
18.9
5.6
3.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

52.8

Total P'e.rms

4

8.7

9.1

~he classification
of the farms into types was done by the Department of Agricultural Economics ot the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station
and es based upon the relative
importance of each enterprise when measured
by the labor requiranents and the inecme received.
part owner farms, those in which the operators
the land; and tenant

owned part and leased part of

farms, those in which the operators

leased all the land

they operated.
In order to see what the total
operators,

part owner operators,

farms were producing under full

and tenant operators,

was analyzed tram the stand.point of the organization
total

farm, or by canbining the investment and returns

the landlord,

and the creditors

ot the operator.

owner

each form of. tenure
and

production

ot the

of the operator,

The investment and

-12returns

ot the operator

were then compared.

and landlord

The total

divided between two factors
land, and an analysis

on the part owner and tenant farms

income in each form of tenure we.a then

of production,

labor and capital

including

was made of each.

By this method, the farm tenure situation
to the total

farms, to the operators

ot the total

income between labor and capital.

and

was analyzed in relation

landlords,

and to the division

AGE.ANDEXPERIENCE
OF OPERA.TORS
The tenant operators
younger than either
Table 2.

on the average were approximately

the full

10 years

owner or the part owner operators

(Table 2) •

.\.verage age and experience o:t Operators, by :tom of tenure,
Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
(109 full owner farms, 54 part owner farms, 45 tenant farms)
Average Age and Experience of Each Operator
Item
Full Owner

Part Owner

Tenant

Years
49.3

Years
50.1

Years
38.8

Total Years Experience as a
Fann Operator

19.5

22.4

11.2

Number o:t Years Experience on
the Fann Operated in 1935

13.l

11.a

3.2

Average Age of Operators

Operators on the full owner farms bad an average of 19.5 years e,:perience as farm operators,
operated in 1935.

13.1 of which was obtained on the farms they

The part owner operators

had farmed for 22.4 years,

11.8 years of which had been on the same farms, but not necessarily
the same land they operated

in 1935.

They may have rented different

on all

-13pieces

ot land each year to supplement

their

own land.

had tanned tor an ave~age or 11.2 years,

tors

ience were obtained
might have leased
other

landlord,

but only 3.2 years

on the farms they operated

an additional

acreage

to supplement

This shows the tenant

in some years,

exper-

perhaps

also

from an-

regularly.

are "on the move".

experience

opera-

The tenants

Only 28.6 per cent
on the tarms t bey

of their

total

operated

in 1935 as compared to 67.2 and 57.2 per cent on the full

and the part

:tann operator

in 1935.

the land they leased

farmers

The tenant

was obtained

owner

owner tanns respectively.
THE IRRIGATIONWATERSUPPLY'}/

Practically
their

all

ot the irrigated

lands in the Uintah Basin receive

water supply trom the Duchesne, Lakefork,

the Ashley Creek.
ted largely

These rivers

from snow cover.

head in the high Uintah mountains
The -high canyons are glaciated

out and there

is 11 ttle

cover is ~ne

the water supply diminishes

have a very steep
costly;
for their
and a large
reservoirs
their

water users

water supply.

For this
quickly.

of the flood

and
and are

and scoured

reason when the snow
The river

channels

flows ot the rivers

is

must depend mainly upon the natural

A few am.all storage

reservoirs

flow

have been developed

reservoir

(Moon Lake) is now being constructed.
Although these
.
me.y have a marked effect upon the water supply in the future

contribution

y

_tion
with
the
tion

ground storage.

slope and storage

consequently,

and Uintah Rivers,

in the past

18 years

has been of little

consequence.

Much of the material presented here was obtained trom the IrrigaDivision of the Utah .Agricultural
.Experiment Station in cooperation
the Land Utilization
Division,
Resettlement Administration
through
eourtesy·of
A. ilvin Bishop, Junior Irrigation
Engineer, Land UtilizaDiv1sion,-Resettlsnent
Administration.

-14According to data tran the Irrigation
lands irrigated

in the Uintah Basin received their

Lakefork and Uintah Rivers.
priated
tinct

and the rights
classes,

Division two-thirds

water supply from the

The waters of these streams have been appro-

to the use of the water are divided into two dis-

(l) pr1mary wate-r rights

United States Indian Service,
to white users.

of all the

which in the me.in belong to the

and (2) secondary water rights

which belong

SOmewhite users have acquired primary water rights·through

purchase ot land and water from the Indians.
The court decree limits
per irrigation

season measured e.t the diversion

mary water rights

are the first

f'low of water in the river
primary rights
Table 3.

the use of water to three acre feet per acre

tilings

point on the river.

and must be satisfied

Pri-

first.

AnY

in excess of that amount needed to satisfy

the

is turned over to the use ot the owners of secondary rights.

Number and percentage of farms having primary water rights,
secondary water rights, and joint primary and secondary water
rights, by form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
Number or Farms in Each Class of Water Right

:ronn of
Tenure

Primary

Number

Pull Owner

19

Part

12

Owner

Tenant

15

Total Fann.a

46

Primary Secondary
and
secondary
NUmber
6
18
5

Primary

Per cent

84

25

17.5
22.2
33.3

133

22.1

29

In normal years the secondary users do not receive
and their

supply ceases about July 15.

must depend largely

Secondary

and
Secondary

Number
24

Primary

Per cent
5.5

Per cent
77.0

33.4
ll.l

44.4

13.9

64.4

55.6

water bef'ore June l

Before and af'ter these dates they

upon the small amount of storage they have developed in

-15-

the tew small storage
in general

reservoirs.

too short tor good irrigation

Nearly two-thirds
nter

An irrigation

rights,

(Tat>le 3).

or the total

Nearly 14 per cent had both secondary

and a primary water

the primary water right

with his

ot the owner operated

farms had secondary

and only about 18 per cent had primary water rights.

44 per cent ot the part

owner tams

had secondary

•ter

had both secondary and primary water rights,

at least

perts

rights.

This leaves

of their

me.ry water rights,

terms were being operated

on the part

rights,

Indian Service.

were higher

he.Ting primary water rights

and secondary

according

gross diversions

Uintah,

'They also

and consequently

were fewer.

and Whiterocks Rivers

to Indian aDd white ownership
in acre

owner t'arms.

water rights

The

ot tarms

higher in the percentage

than were the part

The canals trom the Laketork,

one-

under primary water

having secondary water rights

those having both primary

but

which would mean the.t

rece1Ted through the United States

in the percentage

J.bout

owner tanns only 22 per cent having ~ri-

terms were about 10 per c~t

divided

probably

land.

water rights,

tenant

study had secondary

owner tarms where the operator

and rented

J.pprox:lmately three-tourtha

third

ia

while only about 22 per cent had primary water rights

owned a secondary water right
rented

length

practices.

farms used in this

most ot which were the part

rights,

see.son of this

(Table 4).

teet per acre from these canals

have been

From the actual
it was ascertained

that the water supply during 1935 for the Indian canals

was above the 18

but the water supply tor the white canals

was below the 18

year average,
year average.

During 1935 the users

per cent more water per acre of land

o·t primary water rights
irrigated

than the users

received

121.5

ot secondary

-16Table 4.

Average gross delivery of water in acre feet per acre of all
canals on the Lakefork, Uintah and Vlhiterocks Rivers, Uintah
Basin, Utah, 1918-1935. Based on Commissioner's crop report.
Lakefork River

Year

Uintah and Whiterocks Rivers

Indian
3 canals

White
5 Canals

Indian
4 Canals

White
5 Canals

1918
1919
1920

Acre Feet
2.93
2.42
3.41

Acre Feet
1.49
l.08
2.01

Acre Feet
2.09
2.13
3.14

Acre Feet
l.90
1.10
1.95

1921
1922
1923
1924
1925

3.48
3.24
3.25
2.75
3.09

2.67
1.50
2.39
1.31
2.13

2.26
2.47
3.56
2.52
2.84

2.38
2.33
2.20
1.04
2.36

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

2.41
2.60
2.60
3.30
3.28

1.52
1.93
1.60
1.83
1.77

2.92
2.39
2.54
3.11
3.18

1.55
2.17
1.48
2.20
.94

1931
1932
1933
1934
1935

1.93
3.03
2.50
1.63
2.79

.90
2.22
1.34
.71
1.26

2.24
3.60
2.51
1.78
3.26

.69
2.07
.83
.28
1.29

Average

2.78

l.62

2.74

1.58

Source - Land Utilization
Division - Utah - Resettlement Administration
In Cooperation with Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station,
1936
(Courtesy - A. Alvin Bishop, Junior Irrigation
Engineer, Land
Utilization
Division, Resettlement Administration).
water rights

on the Lakefork River and 152.6 per cent more than the users

of secondary water rights
This shows the full
a secondary water right,
was concerned.

on the Uintah and Whiterocks Rivers.
owner farms,

since many were being operated

were at a very great disadvantage

under

so far as water
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ANALYSIS
OF THE'ro'l'ALFA™ BCTSINESS
IN EACHFORAOF TENURE

The analysis

ot the total

based upon the organization
amount or land, livestock,

farm business in each form ot tenure is

and production

of the total

farm or the total

and equipment under the management of the

operator.
Capital
The tull

owner ta:rms had an average total

investment of $4,615

±

$320 :/ or which 57 per cent was in land and about 34 per cent in buildings and livestock,
Table 5.

divided about equally- (Table 5).

The part owner

Distribution of capital invested per farm by form of tenUl'e,
Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.*

Investment
In

Full
Owne-r

Investment According to Tenure
Part
Fnll
Part
Tenant
Owner
Own.er Owner
Dollars

Land
Buildings
Livestock
Machinery
Feeds & supplies

Dollars
2635
773
784
304
119

656
10~
369
175

Dollars
2843
~3
653
271
87

Total Investment

4615

6371

4287

4128

Per cent Per cent
57.0
64.8
16.8
10.3
17.0
16.4
6.6
5.8
2.6
2.7
100.0

100.0

Tenant
Per cent
66.4
10.1
15.2
6.3
2.0
100.0

*In all cases following, unless otherwise stated, the following number
of farms in each torm or tenure will be used as samples: full omer 109,
part owner 54, and tenant 45.
farms had an average total

investment of $6,371:

per cent was in land, 10 per cent in buildings,
stock.
1/

The tenant farms had an average total

$575 of which about 65
and 16

per cent in live-

investment of $4,287

This is the standard error ot the mean.

! $328,

It is used throughout.

-1866 per cent of which was in land,
cent in livestock

with machinery and feeds and supplies

This shows the part
of capital.

10 per cent in buildings,

owner farms to be much larger

Most of the difference,

The value of buildings,
lower on the tenant

and 15 per

making up the rest.

when measured in terms

however, was in the value of land.

livestock,

machinery,

and feeds and supplies

farms than on the farms in either

was

of the other forms

of tenure.
The standard

deviation

farms was $3,150.
a few unusually
capital

The distribution

large

on the part

cases.

The standard

showing a few unusually

$6,300 on the full

shows there

and that

on

was skewed to the left

The distributions

show that

of $4,400 on the tenant

farms and many snall

the averages

also was

of the average capital

it took
fann.s,

owner farms in order

of the casss withi~ the sample.

were many large

which shows

This distribution

The distribution

farm capital

owner

of the average

owner farms, and $8,240 on the part

only two-thirds

terms of capital

deviation

deviation

small cases.

a range in the average total

to include

The standard

farms was $2,200.

on the full

was skewed to the right

owner farms was $4,120.

skewed to the right.
the tenant

of the average capital

This range

farms when measured in

of the total

farm capital

are not

between the amount of capital

and the

too representative.
some relationship
labor

was evident

income during 1935 in the Uintah Basin.

A significant'::/

coefficient

1/ The same measure of reliability
was used that Frederick C. Mills
uses in his book "The Behavior of Prices, page 130. "The measure r/rr
indicates the significance
of the given value of r, as evidence of a true
relationship.
If this exceeds 2.58 it may be taken as definite proof that
there is a real relationship
between the series correlated.".
. . • "If the
two variables were unrelated a coefficient
of correlation
which would
cause the measure defined above to exceed 2.58 would be secured less than
l time out of 100 trials."

of correlation

figure of -.368 was obtained on the full

owner farms and

-.392 on the part owner farms when the amount of capital
with labor income.

Y

The coefficient

of correlation

tenant farms which gives evidence of only a slight
found to be not significant
these coefficients

the lower returns,
other factors
soil,
affect

the income.

this condition.
the crop yields.

If low crop yields

owner has a greater

capital

alone

was accompanied by
degree.

Irrigation

Several

water supply,

Crop yields

in turn would
f8l'Dl

the

a lower income than if low yields

Likewise if the price relationships

it would cause a greater

loss on the larger

Larger farms always bring_additional
risk.

yet was
However,

are obtained on a large

chance ot receiving

are obtained on a snall farm.

as additional

capital

and this was evident only to a slight

may have affected

smaller ones.

relationship,

do not mean that the larger

it means the larger

and climate would affect

unfavorable

was -.280 on the

by the usual method of calculation.

of correlation

caused the lower returns;

was correlated

are

fanns than on the

opportunity

as well

The chances ot a very high labor income as well as

chances of a very large loss are greatest
but the size of the business

is not the only factor

If in the Uintah Basin higher yields
become more favorable

with the largest

in detennining

returns.

are obtained and price relationships

along with many other factors

come, the usual positive

businesses,

relationship

that affect

labor in-

should exist.

Livestock
Dairy cattle,

horses,

and chickens were kept on nearly every farm

l/ Labor income is the difference between the total receipts and the
total-expenses
after five per cent interest on the average capital has been
deducted. It is what the operator received for his years ll'Ork in addition
to a house in which to live and farm products to use in the household.
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Ot the 208 records used only three,

included in this study.
the tull

owner group, did not keep dairy cattle.

which were in

One tarm in the tull

owner group and two in the part owner group did not keep horses.
farms in the tull
chickens
family

owner group and one in the tenant

(Table 6).

group did not keep

On most of the farms chickens were kept only for

use.

Table 6.

Full
Owner

Distribution
of Farms According to Tenure
Part
Full
Part
Tenant
Tenant
Owner
Owner
01fller

Number
Dairy Cattle
Beet Cattle
Sheep
Horses
Hoge
Chickens
Turkeys

Number

Number

Per cent

Per cent

Per cent

106

54

45

l3

10
19
52
49

4

97.2
11.9
23.9
99.0
86.2
97.2
33.0

100.0
18.5
35.2
96.2
90.7
100.0
35.2

100.0
8.9
22.2
100.0
91.2
97.8
28.9

26
108
94
106
36

10
45
41
44
l3

54

19

On about 90 per cent of the ta?ms two or three
used in most cases tor family consumption.
one-third

~

fairly

'

hogs were kept and

TUrkeys were kept on about

of the farms.

The average number of dairy cows per farm was 6.0

5.3

by form ot

N\mlber and percentage of farms keeping livestock,
tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.

Kind of
Livestock

tanns,

Three

an average of 8.0:

was skewed slightly

.4-

on full

owner

.6 on part owner f8l'ms, and an average of

.5 on tenant fa?ms (Table 7).
true condition;

±

The averages obtained represent

a

however, in e.11 forms of tenure the distribution

to the left

showing a few more farms with small

numbers than with large numbers.
The full

owner, part owner, and tenant

farms had 3.2, 3.8, and 2.6
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average number or horses on each type ot tenure respectively.

On full

owner farms one horse 111asused :f'or each 12.8 acres of irrigated
part

land.

on

owner farms one horse was used for each 15.6 acres of irrigated

land, end on tenant farms one horse was used for each 20.2 acres of irrigated lend.
Table 7.

Number of various classes of livestock
tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.

Number of Livestock According to Tenure
Full Owner
Part Owner
Tenant

Kind of Livestock

Dairy

per farm, by form of

Number
6.0
4.1

0011'8

Other Dairy Cattle
Beef Cattle (total)
Sheep (total)
Horses
Colts
Hogs (total)
Chickens
Turkeys

NUmber
8.0
4.6
2.4
26.4
3.8
.6
3.4
32.2
10.6

2.3
7.4
3.2
.6
2.6
28.4
12.4

Number
5.3

3.4

.e

4.9
2.6
1.9
2.4
21.0
6.0

The average nUDlber·of chickens was about 27 per farm with the tenant
farms having the snallest

flocks.

There was a difference

12 birds per farm between the tenants

and

number of turkeys per farm was 12.4, 10.6,
owner, end tenant
per cent,
respectively

farms respectively;

and 28.9 per cent on full
kept turkeys.

Fran this

of turkeys on farms keeping turkeys

of only about

the part owners.
and 6.0 on full

The average
owner, part

however, only 33.0 per cent, 35.2
owner, part owner, and tenant farms
it was seen the average size flock
1'8S

37 birds on· owner farms, 30 birds

on part Ollller farms, and 21 birds on tenant
The part owner farms bad the greatest

farms.
number of animal units -- the

----

--
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much ot the capital
Table 9.

invested

in land was unproductive.

Acreage per tarm or various classes of land and percentage
each is ot the total land, by to:rm ot tenure, Uintah Basin,
Utah, 1935,
Acreage or Land According to Tenure

Class or Land

Full Owner Part Owner
Cropped
Idle
Pasture:
Irrigated
Pasture:
Irrigated
Pasture:
Dry
Range
Farmstead
Other {Waste, etc.)

Plon.ble
Non-Plowable

Cropped
Idle
Pasture:
Irrigated
Pasture:
Irrigated
Pasture:
Dry
Range
Fannstead
Other (Waste, etc.)

Plowable
Non-Plowable

According to estimates

tenure.

A.cree

Acres

41.0
25.l
15.l
9.8
31.6
4.2

59.2
41.0
24.'7
18.l
54.7
7.8
1.7
13.5

52.5
14.0

14.4

6.4

6.2
34.4

32.7
l.7
11.3

143.0

220.7

159.2

Per cent
28.6
17.6
10.6
6.8

Per cent
26.8
18.6
ll.2
a.2
24.8

Per cent
33.0
8.8
4.0

22.1

Total Land

total

Acres

1.8

Total Land

Tenant

2.9
l.3
10.1

3.5
.8

6.1

7.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

ot the operator,

the valuation

land and or the cropped land was relatively
The cropped land on both the full

3.9

21.6
20.5

01111er

1.1

per acre or the

the same in all forms or
andpart

owner farms was

valued at about $33.00 per acre, and on the tenant farms it was valued at
nearly $37.00 per acre (Table 10).

The total

$18 per acre in each fo:rm or tenure with little

land was valued at about
variation.
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Table 10.

Average value per acre ot various classes
ot tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.

ot land, by torm

Acre Value According to Tenure

Class ot Land

Full Owner
Dollars
33.25
21.22
23.30

Part Owner

Tenant

Farmstead
Other (Waste, etc.)

4.60
.78
31.22
2.72

Dollars
32.72
20.89
29.30
17.64
3.28
5.20
28.51
1.56

Dollars
36.68
24.83
23.94
13.17
6.92
1.00
23.33
2.06

Total Land

18.43

18.70

17.85

cropped
Idle
Pasture:
Pasture:
Pasture:

Irrigated
Irrigated
Dry

Plowa.ble
Non-Plowable

14.53

Range

Crops Grown
Uintah Be.sin has no great diversity
occupy most of the area,

ot crops.

Those used tor feed

as is shown in Figure 2.

About 68 per cent or

nearly 30 acres of the cropped land on the tull
alfalfa

of which 22.1 acres were cut tor hay only, 4.2 acres cut tor seed

and 3.3 acres cut tor hay and seed.
full

owner f8l."lllswas in

Nearly the seme percentage

as on the

owner farms which equaled about 40 acres of the cropped land on the

part owner fanns was in alfalfa

of which 35.2 acres were cut for hay only,

4.5 acres cut for seed and .6 of an acre cut for hay and seed.
69 per cent or 36.4 acres ot the cropped land on the tenant
alfalfa,

About

farms was in

of which 29.6 acres were cut for hay only, 6.2 acres cut for

seed, and .6 of an acre cut for hay and seed (Table 11).

"Alfalfa-seed

has in the past been an important crop in the Uintah Basin.

In 1925,

the acreage was estimated

at 145>000

bushels,

at 27,000 acres and the production

or a yield of 5.4 bushels per acre; but by 1929, the United
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States

Census reported

9,319 acres producing 8,987 bushels,

less than one bushel per acre."

Y

a yield of

This acreage of 27,000 represented

nearly 27 per cent ot the cropped land harvested

in 1929 in all of the

Uintah Basin, but during 1935 only 9.7 per cent of the acreage of cultivated crops was in alfalfa

seed on the full

owner farms, 7.6 per cent

Percentage of Total Acres in Selected
Crops, by Form of Tenure
Uintah Basin, Utah
1935
Per
cent

~Other

m

Corn Total

~

Alfalfa

B

Grain

18888881
Seed

75
50
25

-Alfalfa
Hay Only

0

Full Owner
Figure 2.

Part Owner

Tenant

Feed crops ocqupied most of the cropped land.
the area was in alfalfa.

Over one-half

of

on the part owner farms, and 11.8 per cent on the tenant farms in that portion of the Uintah Basin used in this
Wheat, oats,

and barley together

study. 2/
occupied about 18 per cent of the

cropped acres on the 1'111 owner farms, 16 per cent on the part owner farms,
and 20 per cent on the tenant fa:nna.

1/

·Taken from Utah Agricultural

The average acreage of corn on· the
Experiment station

Bulletin

#275.

2/ These figures are not exactly comparable because one is taken
from the United States Census and the others are from the semples obtained
by the Department of Agricultural Economics, Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station.
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owner farms was 3.3; on the part owner farms, 5.4; and on the tenant
farms, 3.4.

Of the total

corn grown on the three forms of tenure,

per cent was used as grain,
silage.
Table 11.

30 per cent as fodder,

57

and 13 per cent as

However, the tenant farms used about 10 per cent more as fodder
Acreage of various crops per farm, by form of tenure and
percentage each is of total acreage in crops, Uintah Basin,
Utah, 1935.
Acreage in Crops According to Tenure

Crop Grown

Full
Part
Owner Owner

Alfalfa Hay Only
Wheat
Oats
Barley
Corn - Grain
Corn - Silage
Corn - Fodder
Alfalfe Seed
Alfalfa Hay and Seed
Other Hay
Potatoes
Squash and Melons
Garden
All Other Crops

Total Acres in Crops
Acres Double Cropped
Acres Used for Crops

Acres
22.1
5.0
2.3

Acres
35.2
5.5

.7

.8

1.a
.6
.9
4.2
3.3
1.5
.3

3.3

.7
l.4
4.5
.6
3.0

.l

.l

.5
.2

.7
.2

Acres
29.6
5.8
3.7
1.2
l.9
.1
1~4
6.2
.6
1.0
.2
.2
.7
.l

43.5
2.5
41.0

59.3
.1
59.2

52.7
.2
52.5

3.0

.3

and 10 per cent less as silage
tenur'e apparently
the proportion

Tenant

Full
Part
Owner Owner
Per cent
50.8
11.5
5.3
1~6
4.l
1.4
2.1
9.7
7.6

100.0

3.4

.7
.2
1.1
.5

Per cent Per cent
59.3
56.2
9.3
ll.O
5.1
7.0
1.3
2.3
5.5
3.6
1.2
.2
2.4
2.6
7.6
11.a
1.0
1.1
5.1
1.9
.5
.4
.2
.4
1.2
1.3
.3
.2
100.0

than the average of all the farms.

bas practically

no effect

Tenant

100.0

Form of

upon the crops grown or upon

of the cropped acreage that is used for each crop.
Crop Yields

Crop yields

were extremely low in the Uintah Basin when compared to

the average of the state

tor the five rear period 1926-31.

In the records

studied there was no crop grown, during 1935, that had a higher average
yield than the five year average ot the state.
tons per acre on full

Alfalfa

yielded only l.3

own.er tarms, l.2 tons on part owner farms, and 1.4

tons on tenant farms as compared to a state average of 2.5 tons per acre
(Table 12).
Table 12.

The yield

of wheat and oats was higher on part own.er farms

Average yields per acre ot various crops grown, by form of
tenure, in the Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935 and average yields
tor the state for the period 1926-31.
Crop Yields According to Tenure·

Crop
Unit
Alfalfa Hay
Wheat
Oats
Barley
Corn - Grain
Corn - Silage
corn - :rodder
Alfalfa Seed
Other Hay
Potatoes

than on either
was greater
owner farms.

ton
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
ton
ton
bu.
ton
bu.

Full Owner Part Owner

1.2

1.3
17.2
22.2
22.6
10.0

23.0
30.3
24.6

12.6
8.4
5.3
l.8
l.2
135.3

6.4
3.1
1.8
.9

120.2

of the other torms of tenure;

on the tenant

Tenant

State
Average
1926-31

1.4
20.8
23.0
29.3
5.2
5.0

2.5
30.0
38.0
40.0
30.0

.7
1.1

2.7

103.0

153.0

however, the yield of barley

farms than on either

the tull

owner or part

The yield of corn tor grain was exceptionally

part owner farms having the highest

yields.

was·only .7 bushels per acre on the tenant
bushels on both the full

9.4

2.2

low with the

The yield of alfalfa

seed

farms as compared to 1.8

owner and part owner farms.

The average weighted crop index of all crops, which ,ras 54 on the full
owner farms, 56 on the part owner tarms, and 52 on the tenant terms, reveals
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little

difference

(Table 13).
Table 13.

among the crop yields

The individual

on the three forms of tenure

crop indexes varied

Index numbers of crop yields
Utah, 1935.
(Average crop yields

somewhat.

by form or tenure,

for state,

Uintah Basin,

1926-31 • 100}

Crop Inderl' According to Tenure
Crop
Full

Owner Part Owner

Alfalfa Hay
Wheat
Oats
Barley
Corn - Grain
Corn - Silage
Alfalfa Seed
Potatoes

52
57

All Crops (Weighted Average)**

Tenant

state
Average
1926-31

48

56

69
61
73
17

68
67
79

?7
80
61
42
89
67
89

26
67

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

54

56

52

100

58

56
33

53

*Crop index as used here is the percentage yields of crops in the
Uintah Basin during 1935 were of the state average for the period 1926-31.
**The weights used here are from standards set up in the Department of
Agricultural
Economics of the Utah Agricultural
Experiment station and
were computed by giving equal weights to productive man work units and
gross value of crop per acre, gross value being the average for the period
1930-36. A productive man work unit is the equivalent of ten hours or
productive man labor.
The total productive man work units a.re calculated
on the basis of the average amount of labor required under Utah conditions
to care for an acre of the various crops and to care for the various kinds
of livestock.

A significant
on full

coefficient

owner and tenant

and labor income.
considered

of correlation

farms respectively

of .309 and .466 was found
between weighted crop index

Part owner farms had a correlation

not significant.

This shows that in general

·were accompanied by higher labor incomes.

of .096 which was
the higher yields

-29Labor Efficiency of the Operators and
Total Productive Man Work Units
The part owner terms were the largest
total

productive

man work units.

when measured in terms of

They had an average of 409 productive

man work-units as compared to 332 on the tenant farms and 319 on the full
owner farms (Table 14).
The full owner farms had an average man equivalent
the average number of men on a year long basis,
to a man basis,

Table 14.

with child labor equated

that were used to operate the farm.

ductive man work units per man on the full

ot 1.29, which is

This gave 248 pro-

owner farms.

An average of

Total productive man work units, labor efficiency,
and man
equivalent per farm, by form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah,
1935.

Work Units and Man Equivalent According to Tenure

Item

Full Owner

Part Owner

Tenant

Number

Number

Number

Total Productive Man
Work Units per Fann

319

409

332

Productive Man Work
Units per Man

248

261

269

1.29

1.54

1.23

Man Equivalent

1.54 men were used on the pert owner farms which gave 261 productive
work uni ts per man.

Only 1.23 men were used to operate the tenant

which gave 269 productive

man work units per man. From this,

operators

90 per cent efficient

were considered

when calculated

man
farms

the tenant
on the

basis of 300 productive man work units as the normal work of one man in
one year.

Part owner operators

118re considered 87 per cent efficient

-30and owner operators
in efficiency

only 83 per cent efficient.

may be due to the fact that most of the tenant

younger than either
The productive

the full

significant

man work units

coefficient

per man were correlated

farms.

use of labor of the tenant
labor

operators

of correlation

owner farms, but a significant
found on the tenant

difference
operators

were

owners or part owners.

in order to see if the more efficient

greater

Part of this

income

obtained higher returns.

was found on the full

coefficient

of correlation

This shows that the greater
operators

with labor

was associated

No

owner and part

of .515 was
efficiency

in the

with correspondingly

incomes.
Receipts

For the purpose of analysis,

two different

the one for the purpose of studying receipts

figures

from the various

(Table 15); the other for the purpose of calculating
For purposes of analyzing
were used (Table 15).
appreciation

These receipts

or increase

the net appreciation
other miscellaneous

over decrease

of livestock,
items.

Of these amounts dairy

cattle

l/

figures
consisted

owner, and tenant

enterprises

on individual
of crop sales,

enterprises
plus the net
inven~ory,

plus

plus work done off the farm, plus
amounted to $746 on full

farms, and $774 on tenant

farms (Table 15).

accounted for $241, $334, and $227 or 32 per

34 per cent, and 29 per cent of the total

owner, part

were used,

farm. income (Table 16).

in feeds and supplies

These net receipts

owner farms, $997 on part-owner

cent,

receipts,

for receipts

fe.nns respectively.

amount per fann on the full
work done off the farm

l/ The net appreciation
of livestock means, as is used in this case,
the increase resulting
from the sale ot livestock end livestock products
plus the closing inventory over the purchase of livestock plus the opening
inventory.

purchases,

decrease in any inventories,

the operator's

end unpaid labor.

The value of

labor was not included.
Analysis

of Income 1/

There are several measures of income that may be used in analyzing
the fa.rm business.

By subtracting

expenses from receipts

of $138, $130, and $222 were obtained on full
tenant

fa:cms respectively

Table 16.

fann incomes

owner, part owner, and

(Table 16).

Income per term as measured by various
tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.

Factors Used in
Analysis of Income

factors,

by form of

Returns According to Tenure
Full Owner

Part Owner

Tenant

Dollars
846
708**

Dollars
1288*
1158***

Dollars
904*
682***

Total Farm Income
Interest on Ce.pital at 5 per cent

138
231

130
319

222

Total Labor Income

-93
341

-189
352

8
284

248

163

292

479

482

506

Total Receipts
Total Expenses

Value of Farm Privileges
Total Labor Earnings (Labor Income plus Farm Privileges)
Total Farm Earnings (Farm Income
plus Farm Privileges)

214

*Includes produce given as rent.
**Includes unpaid family labor but not interest
***Includes unpaid family labor and landlord's
does not include interest paid or rent.

paid.
current

expenses, but

1/ The measures of income used here are based upon the total farm
organization or upon the assumption that the operator was free from debt
and owned all the land, buildings, and other forms of capital.

Labor income is the difference
interest

on average capital.

between farm income and five per cent

The labor incane on full

owner farms was

-$93 ! $40; on part owner farms, -$189 ! $61; and on tenant farms, $8:
Fann privileges

consisted

of farm products

value of the house calculated
amounted to $341 on full
on tenant

used in the home and rental

at 10 per cent of opening inventory.

These

owner farms, $352 on part owner farms, and $284

fa:rms.

Labor earnings are obtained by adding the farm privileges
income.

$68.

Labor earnings

for full

to the labor

owner farms were $248; for part owner

farms, $163; end for tenant farms, $292.
If capital

earnings

or interest

on average capital

per cent are added to labor earnings,
come plus farm privileges

the total

are obtained.

cal.culated

farm earnings

Farm earnings

at five

or farm in-

for full

owner

farms amounted to $479;· for part owner farms, $482; and for tenant

farms,

$506.
A comparison of the total
farms operated under different
tically

farm earnings

shows little

forms of tenure;

difference

among

each is producing prac-

the same.
LE.ASE3FROM TEE INDIAN SERVICE

From records obtained by the Department of Agricultural
which have been used in this
per cent of the leases

study,

it was found that

Economics,

approximately

50

on part owner farms and 26 per cent of the leases

on tenant farms were trom the Indian agency which handles for the Indians
the leasing

of their

Since many leases

land.
were between the Indian agency and the white farmers,
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some material

concerning the length of Indian leases

the operators

on Indian land is here presented.

A sample of fifty
presentative

records

was obtained,

of the Indian Leases,

Indian leases

which was thought to be re-

for the ten year period 1927-36 inclusive

cent of the new leases

contracted

12 per cent of the new leases

were for a one year period and nearly

contracted

were for a five year period.

1935; however, about 12 per cent of the leased

a three year lease that had been contracted

one year period,

were contracted

previously.

a five year period

For the four
had been made.

73 per cent of the new leases

16 per cent for a three

during

Indian farms were fulfilling

to 1935 only one five year contract

During the ten year period

on the same

During 1935 about 88 per

According to the sample no new three year leases

year period prior

of the new

was 1.74 years.

farmed consecutively

during this period was 2.63 years.

of

Y

in which the average length

The average length of time one operator
property

and the turnover

year period,

were for a

10.5 per cent for

and .5 per cent for a two year period.

DIVISION OF CAPITAL,R»JEIPTS, EXPENSES,
ANDREl'ORNS

BETWEEN
OPERATOR
ANDLA.NDLOBD
ONFAIMSOPERATED
UNDERPART OWNER
FORMOF TENORE

In order to compare the economic organization
tenant
receipts,

farms an analysis
expenses,

of the rental

and returns

agreements,

oetween the operator

of the part owner and
division

of capital,

and landlord

is

here presented.
1/ Based upon material from an unpublished study in the Uintah Basin
conducted by the Technical Cooperation - Bureau of Indian Affairs, Soil
Conservation Service, in cooperation with the Department of Agricultural
Economics, Utah .Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Terms of Rental
For the purpose of analysis
usually

paid by the landlord,

ot these records,

such as taxes,

water assessments,

improvements, were considered as landlord's

and major

expenses even though arrange•

ments may have been made with the operator
the amount paid by the operator

expenses which are

to pay them.

In such cases

was considered as rent paid.

Nearly 64 per cent or 33 farms in the part owner group paid their
rent in cash, 21 per cent paid w1th a share of the crop, and 15 per
cent paid with a combination ot a share of the crop and cash (Table 17).
The cash terms of rental
to the landlord

a certain

the crop share rentals
basis,

were on the basis that the operator

gave

amount of cash tor the use of the land.

All

on the part owner farms were on a one-half

that is, the operator
Table 17.

gave to the landlord

Number of
Farms

Cash
crop Share
Share and Cash

33
11

Total Fe.rms

52*

*Two operators
pay rent.

Percentage
Total

100.0

leased land with no obligations

The share and cash terlll of: rental

paid by the lendlord

of

63.5
21.1
15.4

8

sl:lare basis with an agreement that the operator
expenses usually

one-hel.f of all the

Distribution
of farms with various types of
rental agreements and percentage of the total
farms operated under the part owner form of
tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 193~.

Type of Rental

crops raieed.

share

usually

to

was on e. crop

should pay sane of the

as e:tplained above.
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Those renting

on a cash oasis rented the least

number of cropped

acres per farm, yet the value per cropped acre was greater
Table 18.

Average acreage and value per acre of crop land
furnished by the lan.dlord in each type of
rental on farms operated under the part owner
form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
Acres of Crop Land Value per Acre of
Furnished by the
Crop Land Furnished
Landlord
by the Landlord

Type of
Rental

Acres

Dollars

Cash
Crop Share
Share and Cash

29.0
41.6
57.7

41.20
21.39
36.59

Average of all.Part
Owner Operated Farms

35.0

35.16

of the other types of rental

(Table 18}.

land rented in either

42 cropped acres per fann were rented

a share and cash basis,
Table 19.

than on the

Nearly

on a crop share basis and 58 on

as compared to an average of 35 cropped acres

Average rental cost to the operator, expense of the landlord,
and net receipts to the landlord for each acre of cropped land
leased in each type of rental on farms operated under the
part owner form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.

Type of
Rental

Rental Cost per
Landlord's Expense
Net Receipts
Cropped Acre to the per Cropped Acre on
From Rent
Operator
Land Furnished the
To
the Landlord
(Land.lord's Rece.ipta)
Operator
Dollars

Dollars

Cash
Crop Share
Sb.are and Cash

3.55
4.42

2.28

1.82
3.12

2.60

4.34

Average of all part
Owner Operated Farms

3.97

2.34

1.63

Dollars
1.27
1.22
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rented per f'arm on each
mated by the operator

or the

As esti-

:farms in the part owner group.

the value per acre of' the cropped land rented on

a crop share basis was about $20 less than the value of' the cropped land
on either

the cash or the share-cash

share term of' rental

terms of' rental.

there is less risk to the operator,

that poorer lands were rented on this
The operator's

Since under the crop
it is possible

basis.

cost per acre of cropped land was $3.55, $4.42, and

$4.34 on cash, share, and share-cash

terms of rental

respectively

with

the average cost of' nearly $4.00 per cropped acre rented on each of the
total

tanns in the part owner group (Table 19).
The landlord's

expense per acre of cropped land was $2.28, $1.82,

and $3.12 on the cash, share,

and share-cash

terms of rental

respectively

with an average expense ot $2.34 per cropped acre leased on each of the

total

farms in the part owner group.

landlord

of $1.27, $2.60,

share-cash

This leaves a net receipt

and $1.22 per cropped acre on cash, she.re, and

terms of rental

respectively

with an average net receipt

the landlord of $1.63 on each of the total
This

shows

the crop share lease

the landlord when yields

to the

was

and prices

to

farms in the part owner group.

the most profitable

term of' rental

were as of 1935.

Capital
The landlord

furnished

37 per cent or $2,367 of the average total

investment on each of the part owner operated farms, and the operator
furnished
investment

63 per cent or $4,004 (Teble 20).
was

Nearly all the landlord's

in the :f'ormo:t' land and buildings

cent of the total

which equaled 55 per

land operated on the part owner :farms and about 13

for

per cent of the total
Table 20.

buildings.

Capital Investment per farm by the operator and the landlord
and percentage of totals each contributed on farms operated
under the part omer form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
Investment per Farm by:

Investment in

Land
Buildings
Livestock
Machinery
Feeds and supplies
Total Investment

Operator

Landlord

Operator

Landlord

Dollars
1851
568
1043
376
175

Dollars
2277

Per cent
46.0
86.6
100.0

Per cent

4004

2367

88

---2
----

55.o

13.4

---.5

99.5

100.0

----

62.8

37.2

Total Acres of Land
The 18.lldlord furnished
total

slightly

less than one-half

of the average

land operated on the part owner farms, but nearly 60 per cent or

35 acres of the total
idle,

dry pasture,

furnished

cropped land (Table 21).

and nste

about three-fourths

.According to figures
landlord's

total

The landlord

land than did the operator.

had less

The operator

of the acreage in the fannstead •

derived from the operator's

estimates

the

land was valued at $21.38 per acre or about four dollars

per acre more than the value of the operator's

land.

The cropped land

..

of the landlord
dollars

was valued at $35.16 per aere which was nearly six

per acre more than the value of the cropped land of the operator.

The other land owned by the landlord
the corresponding

was valued practically

class of land omed by the operator.

the same as

Table 21.

Average value per acre, acres per farm, and percentage of
total acres ttrrnished by the operator and landlord on each
of the farms operated under the part owner form ot tenure,
Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
Value per Acre ot
Land Furnished by:

Kind of
Land

Operator
Dollars
29.20
21.35

Cropped
Idle or Fallow
Pasture:
Irr. Plowable
28.45
Irr. Non-Plow. 17.54
Dry
3.66
Range
2.00
Farmstead
28.25
Other Land
1.59

Average all land
Part Owner Fer.ma 16 • 21

Landlord

Acres per Farm
Furnished by:
Operator

Landlord

Percentage of
Total Acres
Furnished by:
Operator Landlord

Dollars
35.16
20.26

Acree
24.2
23.7

Acree
35.0
17.3

Per cent
40.8
57.8

Per cent
59.2
42.2

30.0l

17.72
2.68
9.45
29.37
1.50

ll.3
7.5
33.7
4.4
1.3
8.1

13.4
10.6
21.0
3.4
.4
5.4

45.7
41.4
61.6
56.4
76.5
60.0

54.3
58.6
38.4
43.6
23.5
40.0

21.38

114.2

106.5

51.8

48.2

Receipts
On each o~ the part owner farms the operator's
were $1,223, which was the total

receipts

average total

receipts

of the farm less the produce

that was given as rent.
The landlord's
$65 was received

average total

receipts

amounted to $139, of which

from the operator as produce from crops and $74 as cash.
Expenses

The operator's

average total

amounted to $1,196.

This was calculated

expense the difference
the

operator

by adding to the total

between the cash rent plus the interest

and the total

The landlord's

expense on each of the part owner farms
fa:rm
paid by

expense paid by the landlord.

average total

expense on each of the part owner farms
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was $85, of which $82 was cash expense and $3 was depreciation

of build-

ings and machinery.
Table 22.

Income per farm of operator and landlord as measured by various
factors on each of the farms operated under the part owner
form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
Average Returns per Farm to:
Operator
Landlord

Factors Used in
Analysis of Income

Dollars

Dollars

Receipts:
Produce as Crops
Cash

65
74

Total Receipts

139

1223

Expenses:
Landlord's Cash Expense
Depreciation
Total

82
3

Expense

Farm Income
Interest on Equity at 5 per cent

1196

85

27

54

146

Labor Income

-119

Value of Farm Privileges
Labor Earnings (Labor Income plus Farm Privileges)
Farm Earnings (Farm Income plus Farm Privileges)
Percentage Return on Investment (Landlord)

352
233
379
2.28

Analysis of Total Income
Operator
The ferm income of the operator
$27 (Table 22).
equity,

at five per cent on his average

a labor income of -$119 was obtained.

$352 per farm.
earnings

By allowing interest

on each of the part owner tanns was

Farm privileges

were

By adding these to the labor incane the operator's

amounted to $233.

$146 to bis labor earnings,

By

labor

adding the operator• s eapi tal earnings

bis total

tam

earnings

amounted to $379.

of
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Landlord
The income of the landlord
is the difference

on each of the part owner' farms, which

·between his receipts

2.28 per cent return

and his expenses, was $54 or

on his investment.

DIVISIONOF CAPITAL,RJOC:EIPI'S,
EXPENS:ES,
ANDRETURNS
BErWEEN
OPERATOR
.AND
LANDLORD
ONFARMSOPERATED
UNDER
TENANTFO™ OF TENURE
Tenn.a ot Rental
Nearly 40 per cent or 18 farmers in the tenant

group paid their

rent 1fi th cash, 38 per cent paid with a share of the crop, and 22 per
cent paid with a combination of crop share and cash (Table 23).
Table 23.

Distribution
of t'arms with various types of
rental agreements and percentage of the total
farms operated under the tenant form of tenure,
Uintah Basin• Utah, 1935.

Type of Rental

Number of
Fanns

Percentage
Total

Cash
Crop Share
Share and Cash

18
17
10

40.0
37.8
22.2

Total Fanns

45

100.0

The cash, share,

and share-cash

terms of rental

bases as on the part owner fann.s except,
acre by the operator

ot

were.on the same

however, the amounts paid per

and the expense of the landlord were different

from those _on the part owner farms as will be explained later.
Those renting

on a cash basis rented 40 acres of crop land per

farm which were fewer than the cropped acres rented on either
other types of rental

(Table 24).

of the

The number of cropped acres rented on

-42on the share and share-cash

terms of' rental

the value per acre was practically

were nearly the same, and

the same or about $40 in both cases.

The value per acre of the crop land rented on a cash basis was approximately $29.
Table 24.

Average acreage and value per acre of crop
land furnished by the landlord in each type
of rental on farms operated under the tenant
form of' tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
Acres of' Crop Land Value per Acre of
Furnished by the
Crop Land Furnished
Landlord
by the Landlord

of'
Rental
Type

Cash
Crop Share
Share and Cash
Average of ill
Tenant Operated Farms

Acres
40.2
61.4
59.6

Dollars
28.92
40.20
40.00,

52.5

36.68

The cost per acre of' cropped land rented was $2.86, $4.34, and
$3.18 on cash, share,
(Table 25).

and share-cash

The average rental

tenant farms was $3.60.

te:rms of' rental

respectively

cost per cropped acre tor all the

The landlord's

expense per cropped acre on the

tenant farms was $1.56, $2.62, and $2.78 on cash, share, and sharecash terms of' rental

respectively.

The average expense to the landlord

for all f'a:rms in the tenant group was $2.34 per cropped· acre.

The net

receipts

to the landlord

on the tenant farms show, as did the net

receipts

to the landlord

on the part owner f'arro.s, that the crop share

basis of' rental
prices

was the most proti table to the landlord when yields

were as ot 1935.

These larger

receipts

and

obtained by the landlord

compensated him tor the risk or complet~ crop failure

involved in the
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crop share term of rental.
Table 25.

Average rental cost to the operator, e:x:pense of the landlord,
and net receipts to the landlord for each acre of cropped
land leased in each type of rental on farms operated under
the tenant form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah,- 1935.
Rental Cost per
Cropped Acre to the
Operator
(Landlord's Receipts)

Type of
Rental

Landlord's Expense
per Cropped Acre on Net Receipts
From Rent
Land Furnished the
to
the Landlord
Operator

Dollars

Dollars

2.86
3.18

1.56
2.62
2.78

Dollars
1.30
1.72
.40

3.60

2.34

1.26

Cash
Crop Share
Share and Cash

4.34

Average of all
Tenant Operated Fann.a

Capital
On the tenant

farms the landlord

$3,335 of the average total
furnished

only $952.

capital

The landlord

furnished
investment

furnished

nearly

(Table 26).

The landlord

furnished

machinery valued at $41 and the operator
$231.

The operator

feeds and supplies.
operator

furnished

of the landlord

owned the farm-

only 15 per cent of the

furnished

85 per cent valued at

about 95 per cent or $83 of the value of the

Nearly 65 per cent of the total

was in livestock

The operator

all the land and buildings

on these fanns except in one case in which the operator
stead and buildings.

78 per cent or

investment of the

and about 85 per cent of the total

investment

was in land.
Receipts

On the tenant
$753.00.

farms the operator's

This represented

the total

average total
receipts

receipts

were

of the farm less $144.00

worth or produce given as rent,
tories.of

livestock

livestock

average total

inven-

receipts

were $211, of which $129

as produce from crops, $15 from the sale or livestock

products,

Table 26.

in the landlord's

and feeds and supplies.

The landlord's
was received

and $7 increase

$60 as cash rent,

and $7 from increase

and

in inventories.

Average capital invested per farm by the operator and the
landlord and percentage of totals each contributed on farms
operated under the tenent form of tenure, Uintah Basin,
Utah, 1935.
Average Investment per Farm by:
Operator
Landlord
Operator
Landlord

Investment in

Dollars
3*
15*
621
231
83

Land
Buildings
Livestock
Machinery
Feeds and supplies
Total Investment
*One operator

Dollars
2840
418

32
41
4

Per cent
.l
3.5
95.1
84.9
95.4

Per cent
99.9
96.5
4.9
15.1
4.6

22.2

77.8

3335

952

owned farmstead and buildings.
Expenses

The operator's

average total

$609, which was calculated
landlord's

expense on each or the tenant

by subtracting

expenses and adding to the total

and interest

from the total

fann expense the

farm expense the cash rent

paid by the operator.

The landlord's

average total

expense on each or the tenant

was $136, of which $123 was cash expense and $13 was depreciation
decreased

farms was

inventories.

farms
and
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Analysis

of Total Income
Operator

The farm income of the operator
(Table 27).

The labor income of the operator

which was calculated
operator's

on each of the tenant fenns was $144

by

subtracting

on the tenant

interest

equity from the operator's

at five per cent on the

fann income.

$284 per farm, which were lower than on either
of tenure.

Labor earnings

of the tenant

$137 more than the labor earnings
Table 27.

Fann privileges

were

of the other tll'O forms

operators

on either

farms was $101,

were $385, which were

of the other two forms of

Average income of operator and landlord as measured by various
factors on farms operated under the tenant form of tenure,
Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.

Factors Used in
Analysis of Income

Average Returns per Farm to:
Operator
Dollars

Receipts:
-Produce from Rent:
Crops
Livestock and Livestock Products
Cash
Increase in Inventories
Total Receipts

Farm Income
Interest on Equity at 5 per cent
Labor Income
Value of Farm Privileges
Labor Earnings (Labor Income plus Farm Privileges)
Farm Earnings (Farm Income plus Farm Privileges)
Percentage Return on Investment (Landlord)

Dollars
129

15
60
7

753

Expenses:
Cash Expenses
Decreased Inventories
Total Expenses

Landlord

211

123
13
609

136

144

75

43
101
284
385
428
2.24
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tenure.

The operators

on the tenant

farm earnings ot

farms had total

$428.

Landlord
The incane ot the landlord
the difference

on each ot the tenant

between his receipts

fanns, which is

and bis expenses, was $75 or 2.24

per cent return on his investment.
CREDITORS'mm:rnNSFROMOPERA!rOR
The creditors'

returns

came from the operator's

included mortgages, delinquent
bills.

The indebtedness

Table 28.

taxes and interest,

indebtedness,

which

and other notes and

at the beginning ot the year was ·added to that

Percentage return to creditors on tunds loaned to the operators, by form of tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah, 1935.
Return on Loans According to Tenure

Itsn

Unit
Full Owner

Part Owner

Tenant

Operator's

Indebtedness

Dollars

1049

1082

88

Creditors'

Returns*

Dollars

64

49

3

Percentage Return

Per cent

*This is the amount operators
there was some delinquency.

so that the creditors

4.5

should have paid as interest;

at the end of the year and an average taken.
delinquent

5.1

3.4

however,

Some ot the interest

did not receive

all

was

of the interest

due

them within the year of study.
The amount of the indebtedness
The operator's
interest

ot the landlord was not obtained.

indebtednees on the full

on which amounted to $54.

owner farms was $1,049, the

This was 5.1 per cent return

to the
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creditors

for their

funds loaned to the operator

The operator's
the interest
creditors

indebtedness

on the part owner farms was $1,082

on which was $49.

for their

This was 4.5 per cent return

$3 was due as interest

different

from the creditor's

amounts of indebtedness

The owner's

agencies,

indebtedness

loans from the local

Rural Rehabilitation
The larger

funds loaned to the operator.
funds

are not comparable in the three forms of tenure,

because of the different
rates.

farms was $88 for which

This was 3.4 per cent return

given as per cent return

loaned to the operator

interest

on the tenant

to the creditors.

for their

The figure

to the

funds loaned to the operator.

The operator• s indebtedness

to the creditors

(Table 28).

loans,

proportion

delinquent

which carry different

consisted

of mortgages from

bank, Government feed loans,
taxes,

of the indebtedness

and store

carried

and doctor bills.

a rather

high interest

rate.
The tenant's

indebtedness

GOvernment feed loans,
bills.
bills

The larger

proportion

proportion

average interest

no interest

full

was charged.

having apparently

was low on the indebtedness

when ca:npared to the average interest

rate

loans,

and store and doctor

of the indebtedness

of indebtedness
rate

of Rural Rehabilitation

a few small bank loans,

for which apparently

larger

consisted

was store

and doctor

Because of the
no interest
in this

charge,

form of tenure

on the indebtedness

of the

owner farmers.
The part

varying
the full

owners had a combination

interest

rates.

owner and that

of all

The average interest
of the tenant

farmers.

types of indebtedness
rate

with

was between that of

the

CAPITALANALYSES
SUMMARIZED
The operator's

net worth or equity on the full

$3,566 which represented

owner farms was

about 77 per cent of the total

nearly 23 per cent being in the form of indebtedness

capital

operated,

(Figure 3).

Distribution
of Total Capital per Farm
.AmongOperators, Landlords, and Creditors
By Form ot Tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah
1935
Thousand
Dollars
6

4

2

0

Full Owner

Part Owner

Tenant

1B
Equity of
Operators
Figure 3.

The landlord
capital
furnished

Equity of
Creditors

Equity of
Landlords

The part owner fanns are the largest when measured
by total capital; the tenant farms are the smallest.
However, the landlords on the tenant farms have
nearly $1,000 more capital invested than on the
part owner farms.
turnished

used by the operator

$2,365 or 37 per eent of the average total

on the pert owner farms.

17 per cent or $1,082 of the total

capital

The creditors
used which represented

-49-

27 per cent of the operator's
the operator

capital,

leaving an average net worth tor

of $2,922 which represents

The landlord

furnished

73 per cent of his total

nearly 78 per cent o_r $3,335 and the creditors

only t110 per cent or $88 ot the average total
on the tenant terms.

The

188of

cent of the operator• s capital

By compari.ng operators
of the operator's

which left

assets

the operator a net worth of
capital.
it is seen that the

which are represented

by liabilities

and 9 per cent on tull

farms respectively.

heavily indebted than the others,

used by the operator

amounted to only nine per

and liabilities

assets

amount to 23 per cent, 27 per cent,
owner, and tenant

capital

the creditors

$864 or 91 per cent of his average total

percentage

capital.

owner, part

The part owner operators

are more

probably because more of them are in

the process of buying fanns.
DISTRIBUTION
OF TOTALF~
The total
duction;
Table 29.

Factors

F.ARNINGS
SID.tWUZED

farm earnings were distributed

namely capital

and

labor.

Capital

between two factors

of pro-

as used here includes land,

Distribution
of total farm earnings* -between t'WOfactors of
production, labor _and capital, by form of tenure, Uintah
Basin, Utah, 1935.
of Production

Income According to Tenure
Full Owner
Dollare

Operator's Return:
248
P'or Labor
177
On Equity at 5 per cent
54
Creditors'
Return on Equity
Landlord's Return on Equity
479
Average Total J.PannEarnings
.,arm income plus farm privileges.

Part Owner
Dollars

Tenant
Dollars

233
146

385

49
54
482

43
3

75
506

-50-

buildings,

machinery and materials

ductive process.
operators,

The returns

landlords,

which are usually

for capital

and creditors.

used up in the pro-

have been divided among the

The per cent return

on investment

Total Farm Earnings per Fe.no.Distributed
AmongOperators, Landlords, and Creditors
By Form of Tenure, Uintah Basin, Utah
1935

Rundred
Dollars
4

3

2

1
0

Full Owner

Part Owner

- -

~

For Labor
On Equity O 5% Income of
Inccme of Operators
Creditors
Figure 4.

of the landlords

Income ot
Landlords

Very little
difference is seen among to~al faI'!ll earnings or 81ll0ngtotal operator's earnings in the different forms of tenure.
The operators on tenant farms
received more for their labor than the operators on
either of the other forms of t.enure; however, they
had less equity to yield them an income.
and creditors

but the per cent return
calculated

Tenent

was calculated

on the capital

at the usual arbitrarily

from the actual returns,

investment of the operators

selected

figure

was

of five per cent.

-51-

:re.rmearnings were $479 on the owner farms, $482 on the

The total
part

owner farms,

relatively

little

though there
part

and $506 on the tenant
difference

we.a about

in total

earnings

t2,ooo difference

owner terms and on the full

3 with Figure

in the capital

capital

This shows

on each form of tenure

owner and tenant

Normally a larger

4).

farms (Table 29).

invested

even

on the

farms (canpare Figure

should yield

a larger

more for their

labor

total

earnings.
The operators

on tenant

farms received

ot the other forms of tenure after

either
returns

for capital

earnings

at five per cent

for labor

difference

and for capital

among the three

than

allowance had been made tor the

(Figure 4).

However, the total

of the operators

shows no significant

fonns of tenure.
SOMMA.RY

Total Fann
The analysis
were classed
tenant

farms,

of the 208 records

as full

owner farms,

showed the average

was $4,615 :! $320; on part
fanns $4,287:

tors

total
farms.

acres,

total

study,

109 of which

owner farms,

investment

on full

and 45 as
owner farms

$328.

owner, and tenant

had the greatest
The part

54 as part

this

owner farms $6,371 ! $575; and on tenant

The average number of dairy
owner, part

used·in

cows per farm was 6, 8, and 5 on full

farms respectively.

owner opera-

number of animal units.

owner farms averaging

221 acres

as collll)ared to 143 on full

The full

The part

had the greatest

number of

owner farms and 159 on tenant

owner farms cropped 41 acres;

part

owner farms,

59

-52acres;

and

tenant

tarms,

The average value ot the total

52 acres.

was about $18 per acre with little

variation

value per acre ot cropped land on full
part oner

among torms ot tenure.

The

owner farms was about $34; on

farms, $33; and on tenant tarms, $37.

Feed crops occupied most of the cropped land.
the cropped acres were in alfe.lta
low.

land

hay.

The weighted crop index on full

farms, 56; and on tenant
average yields

farms, 52.

equaling 100.

The tenant

operators

than the operators

Yields of all crops were very
owner fe.rms was 54; on part owner

This was based on 1926-31 state

Significant

1ncanes are obtained with larger

Over 50 per cent of

yields

correlations
on full

were more efficient

show larger

labor

011I1erand tenant

farms.

in the use of their

labor

on other forms of tenure.

Nearly two-thirds

of the total

receipts

ceme from dairy cattle

and

crops, and about 20 per cent, or approximately $170 per farm on each
form of tenure,
The total

was received
farm earnings

from work done off the farm.
were about $500 for the farms operated under

each form of tenure.
Division

Between Operator and Landlord

Cash terms of rental

were predominant on the part owner farms; however,

the crop share lease was the most profitable
rental

to the landlord.

The average

cost of all cropped land rented by the part owner group was about

$4.00 per acre,

while the aver~ge expense to the landlord on all cropped

land leased was $2.34 per acre.
The landlord

furnished

about 37 per cent of the total

part owner farms most of which was in the form or land.

capital

used on

-53-

On the part owner farms the landlord
equal total

acreage;

however, the landlord

of the cropped acreage.
than the operator's

and operator tu.rnished about

The landlord's

furnished

nearly 60 per cent

land was valued at more per acre

land on the part owner farms.

On the part owner farms the landlord received 2.28 per cent interest
on his investment
capital

and the operator

which was his total

received $379 for hi a labor and

farm earnings.

The cash term of rental

was predominant on the tenant farms as it

was on the part Ofter farms.

The crop share lease was the most profit-

able term of' rental
part owner farms.
the tenant
landlord

to the landlord

on the tenant farms as it was on the

The average rental

group was $3.60 per acre,

cost of all

cropped land rented in

while the average expense to the

on all cropped land leased was $2.34 per acre.

The landlord

furnished

nearly 78 per cent of total

capital

invested

on tenant farms.
On tenant
investment,

f'anns the landlord

and the operator

which was his total

received

2.24 per cent interest

on his

received $428 for his labor and capital

farm earnings.
Creditors

The operator's

indebtedness

on full

part owner farms, $1,082; and on tenant
cent return

for funds loaned

4.5 per cent on part

by

owner farms was $1,049; on
farms, $88.

the creditors

on full

This gave 5.1 per
owner fanna,

owner farms, and 3.4 per cent on tenant

farms.

CONCLUSIONS
In general agriculture

was not profitable

for the owners, landlords,

-54-

or tenants
study.

in the Uintah Basin during 1935 according

The yields

yields

were very low on each form of tenure

were accompanied by a low purchasing

undesirable

of this

and because these

power it resulted

in an

economic situation.

Some of the usual
Basin during 1935.

evils

of tenancy were not in evidence

Even though it was stated

move" it is not li~ely
fact

to results

the tenants

in the Uintah

were "on the

that they moved very far as may be seen from the

that they owned moat of the livestock,

machinery,

They were "on the move" from one farm to another,

and equipment used.

but usually

within the

Uintah Basin.
Mining of the soil

is not very apparent

seen from the relative

crap yields

same fanning procedure

is practiced

The standard

of living

income was practically

Nearly the

when measured by their

forms of tenure.

but their

total

The tenants

had

farm incomes were greater.

bad very little

effect

upon the standard

of

in the Uintah Basin.
It

is a matter

the tenant,
investment
labor;

land as may be

on all forms of tenure.

the same in all

During 1935 tenancy probably
living

on each form of tenure.

of the operators

poorer houses in which to live,

on the leased

of opinion which had the advantage,

when the landlord
and the tenant

received

however, by considering

edness on his property
probability

that

came from capital

to tell

two per cent return

three

received

probably

must be paid,
the least

for his

had some indebt-

it shows in all

returns.

how much of the total

and how much came from labor,

or

on his capital

or four hundred dollars

that the landlord

on which interest

the landlord

It is impossible

received

the landlord

operator's

but it

earnings

seems apparent

-55-

from the average amount of capital

invested

along with the correlation

previously

amounts received
upon positive

as total

earnings.

under conditions

farm earnings

except perhaps the satisfaction

Thus, if agricultural

capital

had little

bearing

conditions

investment

of owning the land

change these conclusions
change for the better,

of Uintah Basin may find more encouraging

earnings.

capital

and the relative

during 1935 for a farmer in the Uintah

However, as conditions

by having their

that

discussed

If this be the case, there would be no incentive

that prevailed

Basin to own capital
operated.

factors

in each form of tenure

possibilities

may be changed.

the farm owners
in agriculture

rewarded with correspondingly

greater

